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Electronics miniaturization leads the development of small wearable Electrocardiography 
(ECG) devices. These devices are getting special attention due to current trends in Hu-
man-Computer-Interaction applications and remote patient monitoring. Therefore, user 
comfort is an essential requirement for these kind of devices where the number of elec-
trodes and the distance between the electrodes is kept short. This short inter-electrode-
distance (IED) degrades the signal quality which leads to poor signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). In this thesis, a novel measurement system was developed to record ECG from 
bipolar chest lead with short IED.  
The measurement system was developed with single supply, low noise active electrode 
(AE) and ADS1299 Evaluation board (EVM) to evaluate the performance of active elec-
trode with ADS1299 ECG analogue-front-end (AFE). The low noise, high input imped-
ance, and precision components were given priority during the design of the AE. The 
performance of the developed system was carried out by testing common mode rejection 
ratio (CMRR), SNR and frequency response. The system was used to record ECG signal 
with commercial product BN-RSPEC module with different IED in diagonal orientation 
near the heart’s main axis.  
The single supply AE+ADS1299 system demonstrated excellent noise performance over 
the specified bandwidth of 262 Hz. The system also demonstrated high CMRR at 50 Hz. 
The most noteworthy accomplishment of this thesis was that the developed system is 
capable of recording P wave from the midsternum with a short IED of 0.3 cm.  Although 
the measurements were performed on a single subject, this system outperforms the BN-
RSPEC module from BIOPAC Inc. in recording from the close spaced electrodes.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a novel cardiac monitoring system to record electro-
cardiography (ECG) in normal living conditions. The miniature electronics lead to the 
development of small, wearable healthcare products that are yet more powerful and less 
susceptible to noise. These small devices also demand to reduce the inter-electrode-dis-
tance (IED) and open the possibility to record new kind of electrophysiological signals. 
Furthermore, these small devices are offering more user comfort so that it can be worn 
for a long time without leaving any trace on the body. For this reason, these devices are 
suitable for biofeedback applications in the Human-Computer-Interface system as well 
as for the individual who has cardiovascular diseases (CVD).  
CVD that indicate the disorder of the heart and blood vessels are the most dominant rea-
son for death globally [1]. According to the fact sheet of World Health Origination 
(WHO), approximately 17.7 million people died in 2015 because of CVD. These diseases 
are flagged as number one reason for death around the globe. Most of these deaths can be 
prevented if early precaution could be taken. [2] Thus the status of the heart needs to be 
monitored 24/7 for those who have a chance to develop these diseases. 
An ECG device can give the status of the heart instantly as heart generates electrical ac-
tivity. It becomes an essential part of the diagnostic tool for those having cardiac prob-
lems. The first ECG device which was invented in 1901 by Dr. Willem Einthoven, a 
Dutch physiologist, weighed about 270kg [3]. Physicist Norman Jefferis Holter was the 
first person who developed the idea of a portable ECG device or ambulatory ECG, and 
thus the portable ECG recording device is referred as Holter monitor. The clinical use of 
this Holter monitors began since early 60’s. [4] With the development of miniaturized 
electronics, these devices are becoming smaller; thus it can be worn for longer periods of 
time, recording typically for 24-48 hours. These devices use lead cables to record ECG, 
and thus cable movement is a critical issue along with motion artifacts for these kind of 
devices.  
Recently a tremendous improvement has been achieved in the field of wearable ECG 
device. Several companies are manufacturing chest straps and wrist watches for long time 
heart rate monitoring. As the size of these devices are becoming smaller, it is essential to 
reduce the spacing between the electrodes. The proximity of electrodes reduces the signal 
quality as well as the signal morphology which is a crucial factor for small size wearable 
devices. In addition to this, the measurement location and electrode orientation also play 
a critical factor for small wearable devices [5]. Thus to develop a wearable system, these 
impacts must be taken into consideration.  
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The primary goal of this thesis was to develop the wearable ECG measurement system 
that can measure ECG from closely spaced electrodes from the thorax. Besides, the effect 
of measurement location for short IED was also evaluated with a standard measurement 
system.  
Low noise and high precision electronic components and delta-sigma analog-to-digital 
converter (∆Σ ADC) architecture were given priority in the design for better noise perfor-
mance. The system was developed with active electrodes (AE) and a medical analogue-
front-end (AFE) which is suitable for low noise, high precision bio-potential measure-
ment. The AE was introduced in the system to overcome the problem of skin preparation, 
to reduce the power line interference and the motion artifact. The single supply AE was 
designed as the ADS1299 AFE drives the subject with a DC potential. The ADS1299 
evaluation board (EVM) from Texas Instruments was chosen which incorporates the 
medical AFE, ADS1299. After evaluating the electrical characteristics of the developed 
system, the next part was to evaluate the performance of the developed system as a wear-
able system. The evaluation was performed by recording with disposable electrodes sim-
ultaneously with the BN-RSPEC module from the BIOPAC systems for long and short 
IED in different locations on the chest.  
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
This chapter provides the background information of the origin of electrical activity of 
heart, ECG recording techniques as well as the requirements for developing the small 
wearable device. This chapter also provides a review of other smaller ECG devices and 
their performance in clinical experiments. 
2.1 Biology behind Electrocardiogram 
The heart locates inside of the mediastinum within the thoracic cavity and weight about 
250-300 g [1, 6] . The heart is separated into four chambers: two atria and two ventricles. 
The blood enters from the atria and forces back to the circulation system by the ventricles. 
The interatrial septum divides the two atria while the interventricular septum separates 
the ventricles. The blood flow direction is controlled by four different valves that are 
located between the atria and the ventricles and between the ventricles and the arteries. 
The heart wall is mainly composed of cardiac muscle tissue known as the myocardium 
that provides the mechanical force to pump the blood back to the circulation system. The 
cardiac muscle fibers are coupled by intercalated disks that have low electrical resistance 
gap junctions. [1, 7] 
Heart muscles work rhythmically to pump blood to the circulation system. A rapid change 
in the membrane potential of the cardiac muscle cell or myocyte is marked as the initial 
phase of the cardiac action potential that recognized as depolarization. This rapid rise of 
voltage depends on the combination of ion concentration. Depolarization spreads to the 
neighboring cells as myocytes can conduct action potential to its adjacent cells. The mem-
brane potential gradually returns to its resting state known as repolarization. [7] 
The sinoatrial (SA) node consists of a special type of cells known as pacemaker cells that 
spontaneously fire electrical impulses. The generation rate of this action potentials is typ-
ically 60-100 per minute which determines the heart rate in resting condition. Then the 
action potential travels to the atrioventricular (AV) node and the left atrium. The left 
atrium is depolarized through a particular type of conductive cells known as Bachmann's 
bundle. The action potential travels to the AV node with 50 milliseconds delay moreover 
AV node takes another 100 milliseconds to pass the action potential through it. This delay 
provides enough time to fill up the ventricles with blood before contraction. Then the 
action potential travels towards the bundle of His and then to the left and right bundle 
branches. Both the left and the right branches run down towards the direction of the apex 
of the heart to connect with the Purkinje fibers. Finally, the Purkinje fibers spread the 
action potentials extremely fast throughout the ventricular muscles from the apex of the 
heart toward the base of the heart and the atrioventricular septum.  Depolarization of these 
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muscles activates the adjacent contractile cells to push the blood to the circulation system. 
Finally, depolarization is followed by repolarization then the cycle starts again. [1] The 
resultant of these different action potentials are superimposed in the ECG signal which is 
shown in Figure 1.  
 
  The conduction system of the heart. The action potentials from different 
types of cells contribute the formation of ECG [6]. 
 
2.2 Electrocardiography  
ECG is a standard tool for measuring the electrical activity of the heart. The summation 
of these action potentials that originated from the different segments of the heart, can be 
measured from the surface of the body by placing two electrodes. The pair of electrodes 
is known as the lead, and the potential difference between these electrodes is known as 
the lead voltage. A typical ECG waveform is similar to Figure 1 contains three primary 
features: the P wave, the QRS complex and the T wave. The depolarization of both atria 
reflects in the P wave. Due to the small amplitude and the short duration of the P wave, 
it is hard to distinguish from noise. The magnitude of P wave is minimal because of the 
small muscles area in the atria in contrast ventricles have large muscle area thus the de-
polarization of ventricles (QRS complex) show strong potential. The duration of QRS 
complex is typically 70-110 ms and composed of three waves Q, R and S wave. T wave 
represents the repolarization of the ventricles. [7] Multiple leads are used to evaluate the 
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heart from the different angle. The 12-lead is the standard system used in the clinical 
diagnostic.  
2.2.1 Standard 12 Lead ECG 
The conventional 12 lead ECG consists of six chest leads and six limb leads. The six chest 
leads are V1-V6, and these are measured with Wilson’s central terminal (WCT) and 
termed as unipolar. In contrast, six limb leads are divided into three bipolar limb lead (I, 
II and III) and three augmented lead (aVR, aVL, aVF). Augmented leads are the same 
electrodes that are used for the lead I, II and III but these leads are unipolar and obtained 
from each limb electrode referenced against the average of other two limb electrodes. Six 
limb leads provide the vertical view of the heart in contrast six chest lead offer the hori-
zontal view. Although 12 lead system provides the valuable information about the heart, 
the electronic miniaturization offers a new opportunity for new kind of ECG device for 
cardiac monitoring more efficiently. [6] 
 
 Lead vector representation of 12-lead ECG [6]. 
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2.2.2 Skin-Electrode Contact Interface 
It is necessary to know the anatomy and physiological properties of the skin to understand 
the interaction between skin and electrode. The human skin has three primary layers. The 
outermost layer is epidermis, and the inner layers are the dermis and the subcutaneous 
layer. The stratum corneum of the epidermis which contains dead cells and dry cells 
makes contact with the electrode. The impedance of this layer is different from the other 
living tissue. Neuman and Webster developed the skin-electrode interface model which 
is visualized in Figure 3. [8] 
 
   Equivalent Electrical Model Skin-Electrode Interface [8]. 
 
The model in Figure 3 represents the equivalent electrical model of the skin-electrode 
interface. This model considers all skin layers as those are on the pathway of the signal. 
The dermis and the subcutaneous layer act as a pure resistor, while the epidermis layer is 
modelled as electrical impedance and potential difference Ese due to the different ionic 
concentration in stratum corneum as this layer is semi-permeable to ions. The conductive 
sweat creates a potential difference between the sweat duct and extra-cellular membrane, 
and the electrical model of sweat duct is represented as Rp and Cp. Highly conductive gel 
of electrode shows only the resistive property Rs and the electrode impedance is repre-
sented as Rd and Cd. Ionic current converts into electric current between the electrode and 
the electrolytic interface. This interaction happens due to the electrochemical reaction that 
exchange ion electron at the interface. [8] 
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2.3 Wearable ECG 
Although the standard 12-lead ECG is widely used as the clinical diagnostic tool, the 
portable and wearable ECG devices are becoming more popular as the device size is min-
imal and user-friendly. The standard 12-lead system provides information about the heart 
activity from different angles whereas small wearable ECG device with short IED can 
include information about the particular part of the heart [5].  
Miniaturized electronics make it possible to build small ECG device with the short IED. 
Moreover, it is possible to detect local myocardial activity rather than the total activity of 
the heart. If the specific part of the heart is targeted to identify the local myocardial ac-
tivity, then it is now possible to detect with an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
The potential field of the heart dipole is much stronger for bipolar leads that are placed 
near to the heart. The potential field becomes weaker with the cube of the distance. [9] 
Bipolar lead can be placed in such a way that it can detect the particular property of the 
heart [5]. So called aimed lead was developed by Jari Hyttinen in 1994 that can detect the 
local electrical activities of specific part of the heart such as local myocardial activation 
[10].  
The critical requirement for small wearable ECG device is to record the low amplitude 
ECG signal as the electrode proximity is small. Moreover, as the signal strength varies 
with the location, the electrodes need to be placed diagonally in the particular position to 
record the signal with an acceptable SNR [5]. 
2.3.1 Design Requirement for Small Wearable ECG Device 
Several guidelines have been introduced to standardize the cardiac monitor or ambulatory 
ECG devices by different organizations such as EC 13 standard by the Association for 
the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI)/American National Standards In-
stitute (ANSI), International standard 60601-2-47 by International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (IEC). [11] The ECG device is becoming smaller day by day due to the advance-
ment of miniature electronics thus it is necessary to update guidelines more frequent.  
The American Heart Association (AHA) Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Commit-
tee, the Council on Clinical Cardiology, the American College of Cardiology Foundation 
and the Heart Rhythm Society released an updated technical guideline for diagnostic ECG 
recording in 2007 which was endorsed by the International Society for Computerized 
Electrocardiology [12]. The previous technical guideline from the ad hoc writing group 
of the Committee on Electrocardiography and Cardiac Electrophysiology of the Council 
on Clinical Cardiology and the AHA was published in 1990[13]. These guidelines are 
emphasized on the digital based ECG in clinician environment. [12, 13] The details about 
the ECG amplifier characterization was provided in earlier recommendation that was pub-
lished in 1967 [14].  
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AHA recommended in recent guidelines to set the lower cutoff frequency at least 0.67 
Hz. The minimum requirement for upper cutoff frequency was recommended to 150 Hz 
as most of the diagnostic information of the QRS complex is below 100 Hz. The minimum 
sampling rate for digitalizing the analog input signal is 500 Hz to reduce the amplitude 
error to ~1%. [12] The minimum ADC quantization noise of 10 µVpp was recommended 
for bandwidth of 150 Hz [12, 13]. The minimum requirements for ECG recording from 
the guidelines mentioned above are provided in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Minimum Requirement from AHA Technical Guideline for ECG. [12, 13]   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADC plays a critical role in the noise level of ECG AFE designing. The quantization 
noise in 24 bit ADC is much lower compared to the standard introduced in the guidelines 
mentioned above. The quantization noise less than 50 nV is already available in 24 bit 
ADC by several commercial companies. The resolution of ADC also determines the num-
ber of components in the ECG input signal path. There are two approaches in designing 
of the ECG AFE which is based on the resolution of the ADC.   
A high gain amplifier is essential for low-resolution ADC based design. In this approach, 
high pass filter is critical to remove the DC component otherwise it will saturate the am-
plifier. Moreover, low pass filter is the essential part of the signal path otherwise high-
frequency interference can couple into the signal. The designer needs to take special con-
sideration for choosing low noise amplifier and high precision components to reduce the 
overall noise level and CMRR. [15] 
In contrast, the high resolution 24 bit ADC provides an opportunity to reduce the hard-
ware complexity as DC coupled ECG can be recorded by this type of ADC [11]. Moreo-
ver, the 24 bit ∆Σ ADC works on oversampling technique where the lower frequencies 
 
Parameter 
 
Recommended 
Value 
Lower Cutoff  
Frequency 
0.67 Hz 
Upper Cutoff  
Frequency 
150 Hz 
ADC Resolution 8 bit/sample 
ADC Quantization Noise 10 µV 
ADC Sampling Rate  500 Hz  
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noise is suppressed. The oversampling allows reshaping the noise until the band of inter-
est and the function of digital decimator filter is to reduce the higher frequency and quan-
tization noise. Furthermore, the decimator filter relaxes the complex antialiasing filter by 
a single 1st order RC filter. [16] In this approach, a low gain amplifier is sufficient as the 
resolution of the ADC is higher and because of the low gain amplifier, DC component 
cannot saturate the amplifier thus DC component can be stored and processed in the dig-
ital domain. [15] 
 
 
  Different Design approach based on the resolution of ADC [15]. 
 
The design complexity increases in the low resolution ADC system and noise is amplified 
with high factor by the amplifier. In contrast, the right side of Figure 4 represents the high 
resolution ADC approach where the noise floor is kept minimal. [15]   
2.3.2 Electrode Location 
The electrode placement for short IED bipolar ECG device is a critical factor as the signal 
strength varies in individual level. Puurtinen et al. recommended in 2009 that the location 
of the electrodes depends on the application of ECG device [17]. Diagonally placed elec-
trodes around the V1 and V2 precordial electrodes provide a better signal strength to 
record the P wave. The optimal location for detecting the QRS complex is diagonally 
placed electrodes around V2, V3 and V4 electrodes as this positions lies within the heart 
axis. Figure 5 shows the best location for detecting ECG signal from chest for small ECG 
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device. Although the heart axis varies on the individual’s anatomical structure thus to 
predict the signal level in individual level is difficult. [17] However, their indications are 
very useful to develop a new wearable ECG device. This thesis is based on their lead 
orientation to evaluate the P wave and QRS complex.  
 
 
 
 Best location for small precordial ECG measurement [17].The image was 
modified from [6] 
 
2.3.3 Factors Affecting the ECG Recording 
As the distance between the electrodes is very short thus the signal can be effected easily 
by noise. There are several factors that affect the signal quality. The noise sources can be 
classified into several sources: environmental interference, electronics noise, biological 
artifacts, motion artifact and movement artifact. Biological artifacts originated within the 
subject's body whereas the environmental interference, thermal noise, and electronics 
noises arise outside the body. The following sections describe the sources of the noise in 
details. 
Environmental Interference (50 Hz Noise) 
Different electromagnetic sources such as power lines, cellular phone and radio transmit-
ter surround the earth atmosphere. Even in a home environment, the human body can 
peak several millivolts with respect to ground which is several times larger than ECG 
signal. [18] The interaction between the power line and the human body is modelled as a 
capacitor C2 in Figure 6. The effect of this ac power line is visible as 50/60 Hz sinusoidal 
Standard Precordial Lead V2 
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signal in ECG measurement similar to Figure 7. The difference in the skin-electrode im-
pedance causes further interference in ECG signal as cables also coupled with the AC 
main and modelled as capacitor CCB. Figure 6 represents the coupling model between AC 
main to the ECG system. [8] 
The effect from 50/60 Hz main signal can be minimized by using battery-powered ECG 
system. In this situation, the impact of CB capacitor is reduced as both grounds are differ-
ent. This effect can be further improved by using a high common mode rejection ratio 
(CMMR) differential amplifier. Moreover, both input of the amplifier receives the same 
common mode voltage at its input. With the advancement of electronics, it is now possible 
to use an amplifier with high CMMR typically -120 dB at 50/60 Hz. Furthermore, the 
Right-leg-Drive (RLD) or Bias Drive technique can be used to reduce the common mode 
noise. In this technique, the common mode voltage is sampled from the inputs of the 
amplifier, further amplified and fed back through Bias electrode. [8]  
Additionally, high CMRR differential amplifier with an AE can be used to reduce the 
power line interference [19]. An op amp in buffer configuration can be used to transform 
the impedance can reduce the power line interference.  
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  Capacitive coupling with AC main [20]. 
 
 
       50/60 Hz main interference [18]. 
 
 
Thermal Noise 
The movement of electrons depends on the temperature. The random motion of electrons 
at the temperature above zero Kelvin creates a current for a short period and cancel out 
in momentarily by each other. However, a specific imbalance is present. This random 
thermal agitation can be identified as high-frequency noise which is known as Johnson 
noise. [21] 
Thermal noise is calculated from Nyquist equation  
𝑒2 = 4𝑘𝑇𝑅∆𝑓        (1) 
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where 
 e = Voltage due to thermal noise 
 k = k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38–23 joule/Kelvins)  
 T = Temperature in Kelvin 
 Δf = frequency difference in Hz 
 R = R is resistance in Ω 
Thermal noise cannot be removed, and it always remains even without the presence of 
external current. But from the equitation (1), it is possible to reduce noise by reducing the 
frequency bandwidth and by lowering the resistance.  
Another source of thermal noise is the skin-electrode contact interface. The skin electrode 
interface are modeled 51 kΩ resistor shunt with 47 nF capacitor for gel electrode which 
is specified by AAMI.  At room temperature, the thermal introduced at the interface is 
equal to 591 nVpp. [22] 
Electronic Noise  
There are two types of noises: white and pink noises that are associated with an Op Amp. 
Pink noise or the flicker noise has a dominant effect on the lower frequencies while white 
noise is the primary source in the higher frequencies. The corner frequency separates 
these two regions. The noise of Op Amp is modelled as a voltage source and a current 
source. These sources are the mixture of both white and pink noise. Voltage noise and 
current noise is calculated from the following equation, [23] 
𝐸𝑛 =  𝑒𝑛𝑤√𝑓𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑓𝐻
𝑓𝐿
) + 𝑓𝐻 − 𝑓𝐿                                                                                (2) 
𝐼𝑛 =  𝑖𝑛𝑤√𝑓𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑓𝐻
𝑓𝐿
) + 𝑓𝐻 − 𝑓𝐿              (3) 
where 𝑒𝑛𝑤 & 𝑖𝑛𝑤  are the white noise, and  𝑓𝑐𝑖  and 𝑓𝑐𝑖  are corner frequencies. The fre-
quency bandwidth of the system is△ 𝑓 =  𝑓𝐻 − 𝑓𝐿.  
High precision amplifiers offer very low voltage noise as well as current noise which are 
typically below 10 µV voltage noise and current noise in fA range [23]. Special consid-
eration must be taken during the design of the small wearable device as the input noise 
might become a dominant factor if right Op Amp is not considered.  
As the signal strength is weak in the small wearable device thus noise level of ADC must 
be minimal. The input referred noise (IRN) of ∆Σ ADC depends on the sampling fre-
quency (𝑓𝑆) of delta-sigma modulator and output data rate of decimator filter (𝑓𝐷). The 
relationship between  𝑓𝑆 and  𝑓𝐷 determines the decimation ratio (DR) as can be seen from 
equation 4. The delta-sigma modulator in the ADC drives the low frequency noise to 
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higher frequencies and the digital decimation filter removes the high frequency noise as 
well the quantization noise introduced by the delta-sigma modulator. The Effective Num-
ber of Bits (ENOB) depends on the DR. High ENOB can be achieved by keeping DR 
higher. In Figure 8, the ENOB is higher for lower output data rate, but it decreases with 
the increased data rate. [16] 
 
 𝐷𝑅 =
𝑓𝑆
𝑓𝐷
                                                    (4) 
 
 
 Quantization Noise shaping of ∆Σ ADC [16]. 
 
The higher clock frequency can improve the ENOB in the second scenario of the Figure 
8 as the modular frequency depends on the clock rate [16].  
Biological Artifacts 
Biological artefacts originated as electrical activities within the human body from other 
sources than the source of interest. Other sources such as muscle activities, respirational 
activities create electrical signals such as Electromyography (EMG) and the respiratory 
signal. Digital filters can be introduced to remove out of interest biological signals.  
Motion Artifact 
Motion artifact is another major artefact source in the wearable ECG device that occurs 
in the ECG bandwidth which arises due to the deformation of upper layer of epidermis 
and the disturbance of half-cell potentials at the electrode-electrolyte interface [8, 18]. 
The deformation of skin causes unstable contact between skin and electrodes, changes in 
half cell potential of electrolyte, changes in skin impedance, and cable movement. [24] 
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As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the stratum corneum is composed of dehydrated and dead 
cells thus this layer is 30 mV negative compared to the highly conductive living tissue 
layer of the dermis. The deformation of the skin decreases this potential to about 25 mV 
and the rest 5 mV appeared as motion artifact. [25] The deformation also causes changes 
in the skin impedance. The frequency dependent skin impedance has higher magnitude 
from 10 kΩ to 1 MΩ in lower frequency at 1 Hz.  The skin impedance gradually decreases 
in higher frequencies. At frequency higher than 1 kHz, the impedance reduced to around 
10 kΩ. [26] The stratum corneum of the epidermis layer is the main contributor for this 
high impedance at low frequency of 10 Hz [27].  
Gel electrode that contains conductive gel as mentioned in 2.2.2 provides a stable physical 
and electrical connection against the horizontal and vertical forces at the skin-electrode 
interface although this layer becomes dry over time. On the other hand dry electrodes or 
un-gelled electrodes lack this layer show a large contact resistance. Dry electrode depends 
on the skin moisture. Although sweat is highly conductive but it does not provide uniform 
contact as gel electrode does thus a small deformation in skin causes a large change in the 
electrical properties of skin-electrode interface. [24, 28]   
Most common way to reduce the effect of the stratum corneum by removing this layer by 
rubbing the skin with sandpaper. This reduces the overall impedance of the skin as the 
high impedance source is removed. This procedure is not suitable for wearable applica-
tion also it can causes of infection as the outer layer of the skin removed. [24] 
The effect of epidermis also can be minimized by introducing a special type electrode. 
Cömert et al. developed a special type of dry textile electrode in 2013 with soft padding 
support that stabilize the skin around the electrode to minimize the motion artifact [29]. 
The soft padding works as a buffer when lateral force is applied to electrodes either from 
the epidermis or clothing. The comparatively larger area of padding stabilize the sur-
rounding area of epidermis around the electrode. [30]  
The deformation of skin causes two different impedance signal at the input of differential 
amplifier which reduce the CMRR of the system. This impedance imbalance can be pre-
vented by introducing AE. AE transform the high impedance source signal in to low im-
pedance signal [31, 32]. AE can be designed with high input impedance amplifier in volt-
age follower configuration at the sensor side to reduce impedance imbalance [31].  
The effect of cable movement can be cancelled by introducing cable less design such as 
patch devices.  
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2.4 Review of Small Portable ECG Devices 
This section provides a review for small ECG devices, introduced by several researchers 
and commercial company that use bipolar lead. The information was obtained from the 
reference and citation from the paper of Puurtinen et al.[17]. The commercial products 
were found from the internet search by using a keyword small portable or ambulatory 
ECG device. The small ECG devices typically contain electrodes and the electronics in a 
single unit without a lead cable thus it refers as wireless ECG by some researchers. These 
devices are attached to the body by some adhesive materials, and typically wet gel elec-
trodes are used. With the advancement of ADC technology, these small devices are get-
ting particular attention. This section will provide a short introduction about the small 
ECG systems, and later the technical features and measurement systems will be discussed 
in the following sections. 
2.4.1 Technical part of the Systems 
A small size ECG device with shortest IED was introduced by Russel et al. where they 
used a prototype that developed by Philips Medical Systems, Seattle, WA.  The miniature 
ECG prototype had the minimum distance of 2.48 cm between a bipolar lead. The proto-
type, introduced by Russel et al. in 2007, contained three bipolar leads. The spacing be-
tween electrodes was 2.48 cm and the total system was less than 10 cm in its largest 
dimension which is shown in Figure 9. The device had the capability of recording ECG 
for15 hours and can be attached to the skin by adhesive material. The sampling rate of 
the prototype was 300 Hz, and the analog signal was converted to the digital environment 
by 12 bit resolution ADC. [33] 
 
 
  The short spaced electrode patch for the prototype developed by Philips 
Medical Systems [33]. 
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Another remarkable miniature ECG device was developed in 2004 by Fensli et al. where 
they used 3 cm spacing between electrodes of a bipolar lead. They also introduced the 
concept of wireless ECG system for continuous monitoring. The wireless ECG monitor-
ing system introduced by Fensli et al. had three parts. The first part of the system had an 
ECG sensor circuit, modulated RF transmitter, nRF401 and two 3V Li/MnO2 battery. The 
second part of the system had an nRF401 based receiver, ATmega8L-8AI microprocessor 
which includes 8-bit ADC. The receiver was connected to a PDA (Personal Digital As-
sistant) by a RS232 cable. The differential input range of the ECG sensor was ± 5 mV 
with a gain of 250 and having the bandwidth of 0.5-150 Hz. The sensor used only a bipolar 
lead without ground electrode to measure ECG for 5 hours. [34] 
Munshi et al. introduced a small ECG device in 2008 by integrating an ECG chip devel-
oped by them. The wet gel sensors in the bipolar lead configuration was incorporated in 
their device with distance only 5 cm. The integrated solution provided by Munshi et al. 
for wearable ECG device was implemented in small Printed Circuit Board (PCB) (55 mm 
x 23 mm) that contained electrodes slot for a bipolar lead, ECG chip, RF Transceiver 
CC2430, micro SD card slot and rechargeable 3.7 V Lithium Polymer battery. The devel-
oped ECG chip had a low noise amplifier, a sample and hold (S/H) circuit, and a 12 Bit 
SAR ADC. The IRN of the chip was 2.1 µVRMS for the 3-dB bandwidth of 0.052 -200 
Hz. The CMRR of the system is greater than 67 dB. The sampling frequency of the system 
is 1000 Hz. The chip had a mid-band gain of 45.5 dB.  Their developed did not include 
the RLD or Ground electrode in the measurement. [35] 
Wang et al. presented a new three lead system for wearable ECG device in 2013 for long-
term home care monitoring. Their lead system consists of three bipolar leads that were 
placed in such way that the distance between two horizontal electrodes was 5 cm and the 
vertical distance between these electrodes and a ground electrode was 6 cm [36, 37]. The 
wearable device developed by Wang et al. consists of three parts which are the ECG AFE, 
the End-Device and the Coordinator. The End-Device and the Coordinator were imple-
mented by TI CC2530 ZigBee Network Processor (ZNP) Mini Development Kit. The 
designed the ECG AFE with an instrumentation amplifier (INA333from Texas Instru-
ments) with a gain of 200. The introduced a high pass filter to remove DC offset and a 
second-order Sallen-Key low pass filter with OPA333 from Texas Instruments. The band-
width of their system was 0.04-40 Hz and having CMRR of 100dB. The microcontroller 
MSP430F2274 in the End- Device had 10 bit SAR ADC which had the sampling fre-
quency of 200 Hz. The sampled signal was transmitted to the Controller to process the 
data in MATLAB GUI (Graphical User Interface). [36] 
Trobec et al. developed a commercial ECG sensor system, Savvy, which is capable of 
recording of reliable ECG from small spaced bipolar lead [38].  Their early prototype also 
used 5 cm spacing between the bipolar lead in 2010 [9, 39].  A commercially available 
wireless body sensor, Savvy ECG was developed by Trobec et al. from their seven years 
of experience in developing ECG sensor. The first prototype had only an ECG sensor 
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later they introduced temperature sensor and accelerometer. In the early prototype, elec-
trodes were connected directly to the sensor board whereas in the final prototype they 
included a single cable to increase the flexibility of the system.  The multifunctional pro-
totype consists of ECG front end microcontroller, BLE, and lithium coin cell battery. The 
resolution ADC of the microcontroller is 10 bit and sample the input signal by 200 Hz. 
The -3 dB bandwidth of the system was 0.15 – 250 Hz. The prototype includes only bi-
polar lead without having RLD/Ground electrode. [9, 39] 
Another small spaced wearable system was designed by Uddin Akib in 2014 in University 
of Toronto. The developed ECG system is capable of measuring ECG from the chest with 
10 cm spaced electrodes.  Uddin Akib designed a wearable sensor with the dedicated bio-
potential AFE ADS1293, accelerometer LIS3DH and BLE microcontroller CC2541. The 
ADS1293 AFE from Texas Instruments had 3 channel, but only one channel was used in 
this design in the bipolar configuration. The sampling rate of the system was 260 Hz, and 
the resolution of the ∆Σ ADC which is built inside of the AFE is 24 bits/sample. The 
complete sensor was embedded in a patch module that included the slot for wet electrodes 
that were separated by 10 cm. The sensor also utilized the RLD electrode to minimize the 
ac main noise. [37] 
Among commercially available products ZIO® XT Patch (iRhythm Technologies, Inc., 
San Francisco, CA) [40]. ZIO® XT is a non-invasive wearable patch that intended for 
recording ECG from the chest for 14 days. This sensor has one bipolar lead that collects 
data with 200 Hz sampling rate, and the resolution of this device is 10 bits. The electrode 
separation is less than 12 cm that connected to the body with adhesive materials. This 
device is intended for single use only, and the device needs to be sent to the Zio Service 
after recording is complete where FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved ma-
chine learning algorithm is applied to analyze the patient data. [40] 
Carnation Ambulatory Monitor ™ (Bardy Diagnostics, Inc., Seattle, WA) [41] showed a 
potential performance as small ECG device. There is no technical information available 
for the Carnation Ambulatory Monitor (CAM) from the developer company. But as the 
spacing between the bipolar electrodes is 11.5 cm, and the device is intended to place on 
the sternum to record the atrial activity especially thus it is included. 
The comparison between the device specifications that presented above and the standards 
are demonstrated in Table 2. Most of the device follow the standards specified by AHA 
[12, 42] except the epatch® and ECG AFE which are intended to measure in low fre-
quency of the ECG. Moreover, the sampling rate requirement also violated by some of 
these devices.  
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 ZIO®XT patch (Left)[40] , Carnation Ambulatory Monitor (Right) 
[41]. 
 
Table 2. Comparison between the Standard and Device Specification 
2.4.2 Measurement System 
This section describes the clinical experiments for devices mentioned above. Most wear-
able ECG devices were evaluated with standard equipment mostly knowns as Holter mon-
itor. Holter monitor is used for recording ECG for a shorter period typically 24-48 hours. 
Several monitors have developed since it is widely in the clinical environment. [5] The 
detailed descriptions of the experiments are discussed in this section.  
 
 
 
Device 
 
IED 
 
 
Lower  
Cutoff 
Frequency 
 
Upper 
 Cutoff 
Frequency 
 
ADC 
 Resolution 
 
ADC Sam-
pling Rate 
 
ADC Quan-
tization 
Noise 
 
 
(cm) (Hz) (Hz) (bit) (Hz) (µV) 
AHA Specification[12, 42] - 0.67 Hz 150 8 300 10 
Philips Medical  
Systems [33] 
2.48 - - 12 300 2.54 
ECG Sensor [34] 
Prototype 
3 0.5 150 8 500 19.54 
ECG AFE [36] 5 0.04 40 10 200 - 
ECG Plaster Device [35] 5 0.052 200 12 1000 2.1 
Wearable ECG [37] 
sensor 
10 - - 24 260 - 
 Prototype Device [39] 5 0.15 250 10 200 - 
ZIO® XT[40] 
 
12 0.15 34 10 200 - 
 ePatch® [43] 11 0.67 40 12 512 146 
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The small ECG prototype introduced by Russel et al. was evaluated with a standard Holter 
monitor (Philips Zymed DigiTrak Plus 24-hour recorder) in the clinical environment in 
2010.  In this experiment, 143 patients having cardiac arrhythmias were involved. The 
sampling rate was adjusted to 200 Hz to evaluate with the Holter monitor. The electrode 
patch was placed at the sternum whereas the electrodes of the monitor were configured 
as EASI lead configuration similar to Figure 11 (left).  Both devices recorded ECG con-
currently for 15 hours [44]. Another experiment was conducted earlier in 2007 with the 
same prototype. Total 90 patients were included in the experiment who had cardiac symp-
toms. This experiment was performed in the Department of Emergency Medicine, Gen-
eral Hospital of Vienna. The prototype was placed at four different locations in the chest 
(below left clavicle, midsternal, below left breast and left antrior axillary line in the 5th 
intercostal space) similar to Figure 11(right). Similarly, the recording was done simulta-
neously with the Philips Zymed DigiTrak monitor. In both cases, the skin was prepared 
before the prototype device was attached to the skin. The electrode configuration for both 
experiments is presented in the Figure 11. [45] 
 
  
 Electrodes placement to evaluate the performance of the prototype. 
(Left) The electrode patch was placed at sternum to record strong cardiac ar-
rhythmia. (Right) The four electrode patches were connected in four different lo-
cations. In Both cases the Holter monitor is attached to the thorax in EASI con-
figuration (E = brown, A = black, S = red and I = white). [44, 45] 
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Fensli et al. developed their ECG sensor for long time monitoring as an alternative to a 
Holter monitor and a cardiac event recorder. Their sensor was connected to the body by 
a bipolar lead separated by 3 cm from each other and conductive gels were applied to the 
skin to reduce the skin contact impedance. The sensor was attached to the subject's chest 
by adhesive tape as the sensor as the sensor size is minimal. [34]  
Wang et al. developed a lead system as mentioned in section 2.4 to evaluate the perfor-
mance of their device. Their new bipolar three leads system was placed close to each 
other in small place. They followed the Mason-Likar limb lead system as the standard 
system for their measurement where they labelled the electrodes that put in the chest as 
LA, RA, LL and RL. From these electrodes, they reconstructed the standard lead as Lead 
I = RA-LA, Lead II = LL-RA and Lead III = LL-LA. Later, they reduced the distance 
between the electrodes thus the horizontal distance between the electrode LA, and RA 
was 5 cm, and the distance between LL-LA and RA-LL became 6 cm. The RLD electrode 
was placed in between the RA and LA electrodes. [36] 
The recent prototype developed by Trobec et al. was measured with closely separated 
electrodes in bipolar configuration on a single person. The electrodes were placed around 
the sternum with IED of 5 cm. The sensor used adhesive wet gel electrodes to connect 
the sensor to the body. [39] 
Uddin Akib developed a small wearable device is capable of measuring ECG signal from 
the chest. The patch module where the electrodes were configured as standard Lead I 
configuration with the 10 cm spacing between the electrodes. The device was evaluated 
at the location suggested by Lim et al. [46] and Puurtinen et al. [17] to detect the R-Peak 
for HRV (Heart Rate Variability) analysis. [37]  
The performance of ambulatory Zio-XT patch system was studied by Barrett et al. for 
146 patients. The single bipolar device was placed at left chest near the sternum of the 
patients as Figure 12 and instructed to wear for as long as possible up to 14 days. The 
patients were also fitted with a Holter monitor to record ECG for 24 hours. [47] 
CAM patch system was evaluated in a clinical experiment by Smith et al. with a standard 
3-lead Holter system (NorthEast Monitoring, DR 180 Series) for over 24 hours in the 
clinical environment. These devices were used simultaneously on 50 patients who have 
cardiac rhythm problems. The bipolar CAM system was placed on the sternum and the 
Holter system used 3 channel (7 electrodes) was placed as [48] as shown in Figure 13.  
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 The placement and orientation of Zio Patch Module [47]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Bipolar lead of CAM system placed on the sternum (Left) [41]. 
The electrode placement and orientation for 3 channel system (3 channel and 
Green electrode is dedicated for RL/Ground) of Digital Recorder [49]. 
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2.4.3 Results from the Review 
This section provides the results obtained from the experiments mentioned above. Only 
the result of the clinical research will be discussed as they carry significant patient partic-
ipation.  
The experiment was conducted to evaluate the prototype of Philips Medical Systems 
shows a significant result. In the early research in 2007, they found good quality ventric-
ular activity in all locations, but specific atrial activity was observed in mid sternum lo-
cation even with the small electrode distance. They found the presence of P wave, PR 
interval and rhythm with 94-98 % accuracy in this location whereas the only 58-80% P 
wave was present in Philips Zymed DigiTrak monitor recording. [45] In the later experi-
ment which was conducted in 2010, they found the prototype was capable of identifying 
ventricular arrhythmias with reasonable accuracy as well as the correlation coefficient 
between the monitor and the prototype was quite high. They also indicated that although 
the correlation coefficient was high but not perfect which might be due to the short lead 
field and unconventional location and orientation of the device. [44] 
The experiment led by Barrett et al. found that the Holter monitor detected more arrhyth-
mia events than the Zio patch in first 24 hours of recording although the total number of 
arrhythmia events detected by Zio patch was more than the Holter device. The overall 
detection of arrhythmia events was 96 in Zio patch whereas 61 events were recorded in 
the monitor. [47] 
The study conducted by Smith et al. concludes that CAM system is capable of reliable P 
wave from the sternum area compared to the Holter monitor used in the experiment. As 
the CAM system is placed on the sternum which is near to the right atrium thus this system 
is identified as the potential candidate for diagnostic use. They also indicated that the 
comparatively good SNR of CAM system along with its placements in sternum enables 
for recording high-quality atrial activity. [48] 
The results from these experiments also indicate that the small ECG device is capable of 
capturing the atrial activity with reasonable accuracy when the device is placed near to 
the atria (precordial V2 lead). The location of the Zio Patch reduced the capability of 
recording the presence of P wave with accuracy alternatively CAM patch system outper-
formed the Holter monitor in capturing P wave. The results from these experiments also 
agree with the optimal locations found by Puurtinen et al.[17]. Moreover, the sensors used 
in these experiments were placed in the same unit with the electronics thus cable move-
ment artifact and inference induced by AC main to the cable was reduced. The device 
mentioned in section 2.4 has significantly small IED although with this small IED they 
found an acceptable result. The short IED reduce the SNR. Moreover, the shorter lead 
and unconventional lead orientation reduce the signal quality for P wave drastically. Thus 
it is necessary to consider the placement of the device very accurately. The prototype 
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from the Philips Medical Systems showed a significant result even with the shortest IED 
by capturing the acceptable signal with 12 bit ADC where the 1 LSB corresponded to 2.5 
µV for 200 Sample per second (SPS) [33]. The advancement in the ADC technology 
makes it possible to record the smaller signal with high quality than this prototype. The 
24 bit ADC has high resolution, and the 1 LSB is much lower than the prototype. This 
advantage can incorporate to wearable ECG devices to record high-quality ECG signal in 
short distance. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The primary objective of the thesis was to develop a small wearable device for the chest 
to record high-quality ECG signal. The findings from sections 2.4.3 were considered for 
designing the system.  
The signal strength of the short chest lead is very weak, thus low noise components and 
high-resolution ADC were considered during the design stage. The block diagram of the 
system is presented in Figure 14. The system was designed with two active electrodes and 
an ADS1299 EVM from the Texas Instruments.  
The small ECG signal from the short bipolar chest lead fed to the battery powered active 
electrodes, and from there it proceed to the low noise ADS1299 AFE of EVM. The sam-
pling rate of the system was set to 1000 Hz to achieve the bandwidth of 262 Hz, and the 
gain was adjusted to 24. The resolution of the ADS1299 AFE was 24 bits/sample. More 
specifics of the system is provided in next sections. 
 
 
 Block Diagram of the short bipolar lead ECG measurement System. 
 
 
 
A
AAF 
AAF 
ADS1299 
Bias Electrode 
    Electrode 
    Electrode 
    ADS1299 EVM 
Active Electrode 
Active Electrode 
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3.1 Electrodes 
The first component in the signal chain is the bio-potential electrodes. An electrode is a 
transducer that converts ionic current to electric current. Bio-potential electrodes for 
wearable application can be divided into three groups that are gelled electrodes, dry elec-
trodes and non-contact electrodes. Among these types of electrodes, gelled electrodes 
provide both electrically and physically stable connection because these electrodes are 
covered with a conductive gel medium known as the electrolyte. In contrast dry electrodes 
such as textile electrodes lack this conductive medium. Non-contact electrodes measures 
bio-potential capacitively without directly connected to the skin. [24] Although the textile 
electrodes are getting special attention for wearable applications but in this thesis only 
gelled electrodes were used to evaluate the performance of the AE and the measurement 
system for short chest bipolar leads. 
Non-polarized Ag/AgCl is the most common type of commercially available electrode 
which has low half-cell potential. The benefit of this non-polarized electrode is that cur-
rent can pass freely in the interface. In addition to this, this type of electrode provides 
very low noise which is suitable for the small wearable solution. [8]  
Although Ag/AgCl is a standard tool for ECG diagnosis but sometimes due to the differ-
ence in half-cell potential of two electrodes the skin introduce excess DC voltage in the 
measurement. Moreover, input bias current of the amplifier can polarize the electrode 
when there is poor contact between the electrode and skin. [8] Furthermore, the conduc-
tive gel dries out after several hours causing impedance imbalance of electrodes that re-
duce the signal quality [31]. Thus to minimize the impedance imbalance of the electrodes 
active electrode was introduced in the design.  
Two different types of standard Ag/AgCl electrodes from Ambu® were used in this thesis. 
The dimensions of these electrodes are tiny which is suitable for the small wearable ap-
plication. These disposable sensors provide a strong adhesion as well which is essential 
for stable physical connection. The dimension of adhesive area and sensing area of these 
two types of electrodes are presented in Table 3 [50, 51]. The Blue Sensor P from Figure 
15 (a) has larger adhesive area compared to the Blue sensor N from Figure 15 (b) but the 
sensing area is smaller in Blue Sensor P.  
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Table 3. Key Characteristics of Blue Sensor P and Blue Sensor N.  [50, 51]   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ambu® BlueSensor P (Left) [50],Ambu® BlueSensor N (Right) [51]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electrode Dimensions 
 
Blue Sensor P 
 
Blue Sensor N 
Electrode Size (in mm) 34 (Diameter) 44.8 x 22 (L x W) 
Electrode-Skin 
Contact Size (in mm) 
34 (Diameter) 30 x 20 (L x W) 
Sensor Area (in mm2) 10 15 
Adhesive area (in mm2) 754 556 
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3.2 Active Electrode 
Motion artifact and dry out of conductive layer of gel electrodes introduce impedance 
mismatch [31, 52]. To improve the mismatch of impedance can be reduced by introducing 
AE in the system [31]. A simple AE can be built by using an op amp in voltage follower 
manner at the input stage of the measurement system [32, 53]. The primary function of 
the AE is to transform the high impedance bio-potential signal to low impedance. The 
advantage of using AE is that it reduces the power line interference and motion artifact 
does not need any skin preparation which is an attractive feature for the wearable solution. 
[31, 32] 
In this thesis, the AE consist only a buffer amplifier to convert high impedance signal 
source to low impedance signal. Thus the AE is able to balance skin-electrode contact 
impedance which is a crucial factor for low noise recording. The AE used a single power 
supply as the bias amplifier of ADS1299 AFE provides a fixed DC potential of 2.5 V 
(AVDD/2). This potential drives the subject’s input common mode voltage within the 
rails of AE. Thus this configuration allows to design AE with only a single power supply 
and dc coupled input signal. During the design of AE, following characteristics was given 
priority a) High Input Impedance, b) Low input bias current, c) Low voltage noise, d) 
Low current noise. 
Table 4. Important Electrical characteristics of OPA2140. [54] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parameters 
 
 
Value 
Typical 
 
 
Max 
 
 
Unit 
Input Impedance 
 
   
        Differential 1013 || 10  Ω || pF 
        Common Mode 1013 || 7  Ω || pF 
 
Input Bias current ±0.5 ±10 pA 
 
Input voltage noise 
 
 
 
        f = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz 250 nVpp 
        f = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz 42 nVRMS 
Input voltage noise density  
 
 
nV/√Hz 
        f = 10 Hz 8 
        f = 100 Hz 5.8 
Input current noise density 
0.8  fA/√Hz 
         f = 1 kHz 
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Table 4 shows the critical parameters of the OPA2140 that are suitable for designing AE. 
The low noise parameters make an ideal candidate for the small wearable device. More-
over, the input impedance is much higher 10 T Ω so that the recorded signal will not be 
attenuated. 
3.2.1 Simulation 
The AE presented in Figure 16 was designed with only one protection resistor RP and one 
OPA2140 JFET Op Amp. The purpose of the protection resistor was to provide a mini-
mum level of protection during the fault condition. The supply voltage of AE is 6.6 V 
thus in worst case 6.6 V/ 100 kΩ = 66 µA will pass through the body. This current is 
higher than the standard safety limit of 50 µA introduced by AAMI [8].  
 
 
 Schematic diagram of single supply AE circuit. The amplifier was 
designed as voltage follower configuration to convert the high impedance source 
signal to low impedance signal.  
 
As the bias of the ADS1299 AFE can potentially drive the subject thus the AE was de-
signed with the single supply. The supply circuit was designed with only two CRC2032 
coin cell batteries and a voltage divider circuit to provide the common voltage to unused 
op-amp. The un-used amplifier was terminated with 2.5 V that was similar to the common 
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voltage supplied by the bias circuit of the ADS1299 AFE. The termination helps to avoid 
extra noise caused by unused op amp the in the system. The schematic was drawn in the 
circuit design software NI Multisim 14.1 from National Instruments. The simulated fre-
quency response of this AE is presented in Figure 17 where the -3 dB bandwidth of this 
AE is 230 kHz. In the simulation, AC analysis magnitude was set to 1 Vp-p with 2.5 V DC 
offset.  
 
 
 The frequency response from the simulation of AE circuit for 1Vp-p 
with 2.5 VDC offset. The -3 dB Bandwidth of this system was found 230 kHz.  
 
3.3 ADS1299 ECG Front End Evaluation Board 
The advancements in high precision, miniature electronics and ADC technologies lead 
the advancement of medical AFE. Texas Instruments developed several medical AFE 
since the last decade for recording low amplitude bio-signals. The integrated solution in 
ADS129x by incorporating low noise Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA), ∆Σ ADC, 
BIAS (RLD circuit) in a single chip. They also provide evaluation board where they in-
corporate ADS129x chip with different filters. This evaluation offers the readymade so-
lution to test the AFE performance in different environment and design. In this thesis, 
ADS1299 evaluation board is used with the developed AE to measure low amplitude 
ECG signal from the chest. The main features of this evaluation are discussed in next 
sections. 
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3.3.1 Anti-Aliasing Filter 
The purpose of antialiasing filter (AAF) to attenuate the out band signal thus noise from 
the high frequency does not reduce the SNR [55]. The decimation filter of ∆Σ ADC re-
laxes the sharper frequency response of AAF. Therefore a simple 1st order RC low pass 
filter can be used to remove high frequency content. The evaluation board uses a 1st order 
RC filter before the PGA input with low tolerance components [56]. The –3 dB corner 
frequency of the AAF can be calculated by using equation 5. [55]  
 
 𝑓𝑐𝑚 =
1
4𝜋𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑀
                                                                                          (5)                   
 
The corner frequency fcm of the AAF used in the EVM is 6.8 kHz.   
3.3.2 Programmable Gain Amplifier  
The AAF is connected to the input of the PGA of ADS1299 AFE. The PGA is a low noise 
fully differential input and output amplifier having the gain of 1,2,4,6,8,12 and 24. The 
fully differential input signals depend on the reference voltage (Vref) of the system and 
gain configuration. The input signals swing around the common mode voltage (Vcm) in 
fully differential configuration as Figure 18. The full scale range of the input signal is 
2𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
. [57] 
 
 
 Fully differential configuration of PGA input signal swing around 
common voltage and depends on the gain settings [56]. 
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The Vcm and full scale range (FSR) of input signal is calculated by following equation, 
[56]   
 
𝐴𝐷𝑉𝑉 − 0.2𝑉 −
(𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛∗𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋)
2
> 𝑉𝐶𝑀 > 𝐴𝑉𝑆𝑆 + 0.2𝑉 +
(𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛∗𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋)
2
                                       (6) 
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋 =  
2∗𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
                                                                                                                   (7) 
 
For gain 24, VCM ranges from 0.3 V to 4.7 V and the maximum differential input range is 
± 187.5 or 375 mV. 
3.3.3 24-Bit Delta Sigma ADC 
The 24-bit ∆Σ ADC is the core of ADS1299 AFE as it allows the DC coupled low ampli-
tude signal measurement with high resolution. The ∆Σ ADC consist of a second order ∆Σ 
modulator and a digital decimation filter.  
The ∆Σ modulator has a 1-bit converter that converts the analog input signal into modu-
lated pulse wave with a higher sampling rate 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 than the Nyquist frequency, and this 
technique is known as oversampling. The quantization noise produced by the 1-bit con-
verter is shaped into higher frequencies by using the combination of oversampling tech-
nique and integrators in the system. The ADS1299 uses second order to shape the noise 
even further into high frequencies.  
A digital decimation filter can attenuate the high-frequency noise and the high data rate 
introduced by the ∆Σ modulator.  The filter consists of a third order sinc filter which is 
responsible for mitigating the high-frequency noise and convert the 1-bit data into a 24-
bit data. In addition to this, the modulator data rate 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 is decimated into lower output 
data rate 𝑓𝑑 without losing any information. The frequency domain transfer function of 
this sinc filter is established by equation 8, 
 
𝐻(𝑓) = |
sin(
𝐷𝑅∗𝜋∗𝑓
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑
)
𝐷𝑅∗sin(
𝜋∗𝑓
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑
)
|
3
                                                                                                     (8) 
 
where DR = Decimation Ratio from equation 4. The DR depends on the filters output 
data rate and modulator sampling rate. The frequency response of the equation 9 depends 
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on the DR. The DR becomes higher for the narrower frequency range, and DR becomes 
lower for higher bandwidth. Thus for higher bandwidth, ENOB becomes lower as it in-
cludes high frequency noise. [57]  
The second order ∆Σ modulator digitizes the analog signal from the PGA at the rate of  
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑓𝐶𝐿𝐾/2 where the fCLK is the clock frequency. The fCLK = 2.048 MHz for the EVM 
thus fmod would be 1.024 MHz after that the DR can be configured from the EVM software 
(CONFIG1 Register) and the corresponding  fmod will be applied to the digital filter. The 
decimation filter has infinite notches at multiple of fd and the passband of the filter repeats 
after every fmod.   
The AAF has a corner frequency fcm of 6.8 kHz which less than fmod /10 = 10 kHz. Thus 
there is enough attenuation before the passband of the digital filter. 
3.3.4 BIAS and Common Mode Rejection 
The bias amplifier of ADS1299 provides a bias voltage to the subject during single supply 
configuration to maintain the common mode voltage within the rails of the ADS1299. 
This feature allows measuring the DC coupled signal. Besides, the bias amplifier provides 
a negative common mode noise feedback to the subject to reduce the AC main interface. 
[54] This configuration provides a better solution to remove common mode noise as it 
samples the output signal of the PGA, amplified it and fed back to the subject via bias 
drive electrode.  
A common voltage of 2.5 V was applied from the ADS1299 AFE to the subject to reduce 
the common mode noise as well as to provide the bias voltage.  
 
3.4 Measurement Module Testing 
Following electrical tests were conducted to verify the performance and functionality of 
the system. 
3.4.1 Noise 
As mentioned in the section 2.3.3, there are three primary sources of noise in the elec-
tronics system. Each noise was analyzed differently. The thermal noise from the protec-
tion resistors and anti-aliasing filter was calculated from the equation 1, and the voltage 
and current noise from the AE were calculated from equation 2 and 3. The thermal noise 
of ADS1299 (at 1000 SPS and Gain = 24) is taken from the datasheet [57].  
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The IRN of the system was tested as Figure 19 by shorting the inputs of AE+ and AE- to 
a DC potential of 2.5 V from the battery circuit, and the output of AE+ and AE- was 
connected to the channel 2 of ADS1299. All other channels of ADS1299 were shorted 
together and connected to the same voltage of 2.5 V from the battery circuit as well so 
that it would not contribute interference to the system. The noise test was done for 10 
seconds, and the output signal was recorded in the ADS1299 EVM software and later 
analyzed in the MATLAB. This setup is adapted to measure the internal noise that is 
generated by the measurement system. 
 
 
 
 Test Setup for measuring the input referred noise of the system. The 
input of both AE were shorted together and connected to a DC voltage of 2.5 V. 
The outputs of AE were connected to the positive and negative terminal of the 
channel 2 of ADS1299 EVM.    
 
3.4.2 Common Mode Rejection Test  
The common mode rejection test was employed by shorting the two inputs of AE+ and 
AE- and connected to a Vcm of 1.6 VP-P with 2 V Dc offset from the function generator as 
demonstrated in Figure 20. The frequency range for this measurement was chosen from 
1 Hz to 500 Hz. All other channels of the ADS1299 EVM were shorted together as well 
and connected to 2 V from the battery. In this setup, the differential gain of ADS1299 
was adjusted to 24, and the output data rate was also adjusted to 1000 SPS. The common 
mode gain, ACM was calculated from the equation 9 which is the ratio of output and input 
signal amplitude. After that, the CMMR was derived from the equation 10. The output 
signal was recorded in the ADS1299 EVM software. 
A
    ADS1299 EVM 
  AE- 
   AE+ 
2.5 V  
CH2- 
 CH2+ 
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𝐴𝐶𝑀 =  
𝑉𝑂𝑈𝑇
𝑉𝐶𝑀
                                                                                                                          (9) 
𝐶𝑀𝑅𝑅 = 20 ∗  log10 (
𝐴𝐷
𝐴𝐶𝑀
)                                                                                                    (10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Test setup for measuring the common mode gain and CMRR of the 
system. The input of both AE were connected together and 1.6 Vp-p sinusoidal 
signal with a DC offset of 2 V was applied from the function generator and the 
output of both AE was connected to the channel 2 of ADS1299 EVM.   
 
3.4.3 Frequency Response 
The frequency response defines the active region of the system over a frequency range. 
As the system is intended to operate in the bandwidth of 262 Hz, thus the frequency re-
sponse test was employed from 0.05 Hz to 500 Hz. A 20 mVP-P sinusoidal signal with 2.5 
VDC offset from signal generator was given as input to the AE+ while the AE- was con-
nected to 2.5 V from battery circuit. The output of AE+ and AE- was connected to the 
channel 2 of ADS1299 EVM as illustrated in the Figure 21. The gain was adjusted to 24, 
and the output signal was recorded in ADS1299 EVM software. The frequency response 
curve was later calculated in the MATLAB software. 
 
1.6 Vp-p sin wave 
with 2 VDC offset  
A
    ADS1299 EVM 
AE- 
AE+  CH2+ 
 CH2- 
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 Measurement setup for the frequency response of the system. The 
input signal ranges from 50 mHz to 500 Hz.  
 
3.5 ECG Measurement  
The performance of the developed ECG system was carried out with the BioNomadix 
wireless system module BN-RSPEC presented in Figure 22 and BioPac MP160. This test 
was also carried out to evaluate the performance of these devices for recording QRS com-
plexes and P waves for shortest IED around the heart main axis. The measurement was 
performed in the Health and Assistive Technology (HEAT) lab which is a joint venture 
of Tampere University of Technology (TUT) and Tampere University of Applied Sci-
ences (TAMK). The HEAT lab is located in TAMK. The measurement was performed 
on one 30 years old male having BMI of 30.9. The measurements were divided into two 
parts. First, a large distance between electrodes was employed, and later the best electrode 
pair around the heart main axis was evaluated with shorter IED. Following sections de-
scribe the settings for these two measurements in details. 
3.5.1 Measurement Setup 
Both systems were checked separately before connecting those in the subject. After 
checking the performance of each system, then both systems were attached to the subject. 
The ECG channel from the BN-RSPEC transmitter module was utilized only while the 
RSP channel was turned off. The BN-RSPEC transmitter has the fixed gain of 2000, and 
20 mVp-p sin wave 
with 2.5 VDC offset  
A
    ADS1299 EVM 
AE- 
AE+    CH2+ 
 CH2- 
2.5 V  
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the differential input impedance is 2 M Ω as mentioned in Table 5. The gain of the 
ADS1299 system was set to 24, and channel 2 was used in the measurement. The sam-
pling rate of ADS1299 was set to 1000 SPS to record ECG in desired bandwidth while 
2000 SPS was set by AcqKnowledge as preset. Each lead measurement for the BN-
RSPEC was taken for 30 seconds while ADS1299 system recorded for 10 seconds. 
Each lead was recorded separately to the devices thus one lead was connected to AE+ and 
AE- while a separate proximate lead was connected to the BN-RSPEC module at the same 
time. Although the bias or ground electrode can be placed anywhere in the body but con-
ventionally it is placed on the right side of the abdomen [58]. In this measurement, the 
bias electrode from ADS1299 was connected to the upper right abdomen, and the GND 
electrode from BN-RSPEC transmitter was connected to lower right abdomen of the sub-
ject. Both active electrodes and ADS1299 was powered from two separate single supply. 
The supply voltage for AE+ and AE- was taken from two coin cells battery, and ADS1299 
was powered from a 6V battery power supply. The BN-EL30-Lead3 which has 30 cm 
long three cables was used in this measurement to connect both system to the subject. The 
key characteristics of these two systems is listed in the Table 5, 
 
Table 5. Main characteristics of both systems  [57, 59] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADS1299 EVM and AcqKnowledge software were used to record ECG. No additional 
filters and analyzing tools from these software were utilized in the recording. The rec-
orded signal from the AcqKnowledge software was saved as a .mat format to evaluate in 
the MATLAB. Similarly, the recorded signal from the ADS1299 EVM was analyzed in 
the MATLAB.       
 
Parameters 
 
AE+ADS1299 
BN-RSPEC  
Module + MP160 
                 
Bandwidth (Hz) 0-262 0.05-150 
Gain 24 2000 
Sampling Rate (Hz) 1000 2000 
Input Impedance (Ω) 10 T 2M 
CMRR  109 dB 110 dB 
Noise Voltage (µVpp) 2.76 2.54 
Input Voltage Range (mVpp) 375 10 
ADC Resolution (Bit) 24 16 
ENOB 18.85 12 
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 BN-RSPEC Transmitter and Receiver Module [59]. 
   
3.5.2 Measurement for long IED 
In this measurements, electrodes were placed diagonally along the heart main axis. The 
largest distance between the electrodes was 23 cm, and the shortest distance was 8.5 cm. 
Ambu® Blue Sensor P-type electrode was used in this measurement. The electrodes place-
ment used in this measurement is demonstrated in Figure 23 (left). The electrodes are 
placed along the heart main axis by centering the standard precordial lead V2. The dis-
tances between the electrodes in bipolar lead used in this measurement are presented in 
Table 6. This test was performed to evaluate the effect of electrodes proximity in bipolar 
measurement.   
 
Table 6. Electrode Distance for long distance measurement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Lead 
 
Distance 
 (in cm) 
1-5 23 
2-5 18 
3-5 13 
4-5 8.5 
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3.5.3 Measurement Short IED 
The measurement was performed to evaluate the shortest possible IED for bipolar meas-
urement with acceptable SNR. The electrodes was placed according to the findings of 
Puurtinen [5]. The P wave was targeted mainly in this measurement as it easily lost under 
the noise. The bipolar lead 1-2 and 3-4 is placed near the sternum and the lead 5-6 near 
to right ventricle where electrode 5 is standard precordial lead V2. Ambu® Blue Sensor 
N electrode was used in this measurement. The electrode arrangement is illustrated in the 
right part of Figure 23. Two different IED was used in this measurement for lead 1-2 and 
3-4 only one IED for the lead 5-6. The largest distance between the electrodes was 4.5 
cm and the lowest distance was 0.2-0.3 cm. The electrode distance used in this measure-
ment is given in Table 7. Overall this test evaluates the effect of electrodes proximity in 
bipolar measurement.   
 
Table 7. Electrode Distance for short IED measurement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lead 
 
Distance  
(in cm)   
1-2 4.5 
1-2 0.2-0.3 
3-4 4.5 
3-4 0.2-0.3 
5-6 5.5 
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§  
 Electrode Setup for long IED (left) and short IED (right) modified 
from [6]. 
 
1 
2 
4 
Precordial V2 (3) 
5 
1 2 
3 
4 
Precordial V2 (5) 
6 
3 
1 
2 
4 
6 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A brief discussion about the accomplished worked, and measurement results are pre-
sented in this chapter. A small description about the developed AE is given in section 4.1. 
Later in section 4.2, the electrical test results from the system are presented. Finally, the 
results from simultaneous measurement are given in section 4.3 
4.1 Active Electrode 
The design and assembly of the AE was the most time-consuming part of this thesis. 
Initially, two different AE designs were implemented, but later only the OPA2140 based 
AE was included in the measurement due to noise performance. As the low noise perfor-
mance is expected thus PCB design and assembly was done with special care. The PCB 
layout of AE is given in Appendix A. The cable length of the system is kept as small as 
possible to reduce the coupling effect and movement artifact. The total dimension of this 
prototype AE is around 40 mm.  
 
 
 Active Electrode. 
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4.2 Measurement System 
The measurement system consisted of two AE and one ADS1299 EVM. The output from 
the electrodes were connected to the AE’s input and the output of the AE was connected 
to the channel 2 input of EVM.  
 
 
 ECG Measurement System.  
 
 
4.3 Electrical Tests  
These sections describe the measurement results that were conducted to evaluate the per-
formance fully operational ECG measurement system as the setup mentioned in section 
3.6. 
4.3.1 Noise 
The calculated thermal noise of the system is shown in Table 8. It can be seen that the 
primary source of the noise is coming from the ADS1299 and the protection resistors. 
The noise contributed by the op-amp is much lower, and the maximum noise comes from 
the voltage noise thus only voltage noise is shown in the Table 8. The total noise of the 
system is 2.17 µVPP or 0.76 µVRMS. 
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Table 8. The calculated thermal noise of the system at room temperature (25 C). 
 
 
 
 
The measured noise test slightly differs from the calculated value which is shown in Table 
9. The recorded signal contained a DC offset of 24 µV which was removed by subtracting 
the mean from the recorded data. This subtraction was done in the MATLAB. The system 
shows an excellent noise property over the desired frequency range. The output data rate 
was chosen to 1000 SPS so that the ENOB of the ADC remains high to maintain the good 
SNR. The recorded IRN of the system is also shown the Figure 26. 
Table 9. The measured and the calculated noise of the system in µVPP  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Protection  
Resistors 
 
 
Op Amp 
(EN) 
 
Anti-Aliasing  
Filter 
 
ADS1299 
 
 
Total 
Noise  
(µVPP) (µVPP)  (µVPP) (µVPP) (µVPP) 
0.82 0.4 0.18 1.97 
 
2.17 
 
Output 
Data Rate 
(SPS) 
 
 
3-dB 
Bandwidth 
 
Calculated  
Noise 
(µVPP) 
 
Measured 
Noise 
(µVPP) 
 
Difference 
(µVPP) 
      
1000 262 2.17 2.76 
 
0.59 
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 Measured IRN of the measurement system   
 
 
4.3.2 CMRR 
According to the Table 10, the CMRR of the system is -109 dB at 50 Hz which is quite 
similar to the datasheet value. Although ADS1299 provides the bias feedback option for 
improving the CMRR by applying a negative feedback to the human body as mentioned 
in the 3.5.3 but this test was performed to evaluate the minimum possible CMRR that can 
be employed by the ADS1299. 
Table 10. CMRR of ECG measurement System 
 
 
 
 
Frequency           Vcm  
(Vpp ) 
       VOUT 
(µVpp ) 
Calculated 
CMRR  
(dB) 
CMRR 
from Datasheet 
(dB) 
50 Hz 1.6 135.65 -109 -110 to 120 
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4.3.3 Frequency Response  
The frequency response of the system is specified in Figure 27. The upper -3 dB point is 
262 Hz which is similar to the specified value in the datasheet of ADS1299 [57]. The 
lowest frequency was provided 50 mHz.   
 
 Frequency Response of the measurement system. The upper cut-off 
frequency of the system is 262 Hz.  
 
 
4.4 Comparison Test 
The simultaneous measurement with BN-RSPEC mentioned in section 3.7 is discussed 
briefly in this section. The following sections are divided into two parts: section 4.3.1 
illustrate the results for longer IED measurement along the heart axis whereas section 
4.3.2 demonstrate the results for the short IED measurement near the right atrium (stand-
ard precordial V2).  
4.4.1 Long IED along Heart Main Axis 
In this section, the signal strength was evaluated for the bipolar lead for longer IED along 
heart main vector. This test was also implemented to assess the performance of the 
AE+ADS1299 system as well as the BN-RSPEC module. The electrical activity of the 
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heart can be detected with high accuracy along heart axis which is reflected in the results 
of Table 11. The SNR values for QRS complexes for different IED demonstrate the per-
formance of these devices. The SNR remains same for the QRS complex that lies within 
the main axis. If the lead lies within the heart axis the SNR for the QRS complex reduced 
by 4 dB for the AE+ADS1299 system whereas the SNR of the BN-RSPEC is reduced by 
9 dB. The SNR for P wave is also reduced in both devices depending on the location and 
IED.  The summary of these measurements are presented for as SNR both devices in 
Table 11.   
 
Table 11. SNR of both system for IED 4-23 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It can be seen that SNR reduces with the increase in electrode proximity. Moreover, Table 
11 shows that the lead 1-5 has the highest SNR compared to the lead 4-5. The reason is 
that the electrode distance was larger in 1-5 and it covered the entire heart while the lead 
4-5 situated one side of the heart and it recorded only the electrical activity of that loca-
tion. In this lead location, the signal strength of P wave is lower thus the SNR is lower. 
The difference in the frequency range between the devices also reflects in the SNR. The 
AE+ADS1299 system provides a high SNR compare to BN-RSPEC module as the ENOB 
of ADS1299 is 6 bit higher [57, 59].  
Figure 28 show the recorded signals amplitude and morphology for the IED between 8.5 
cm to 23 cm. Signals from both devices were processed in the MATLAB and only the 
mean value was subtracted from the recorded signal of the AE+ADS1299 system. The 
signals from the BN-RSPEC module is the raw signal which was converted to µV scale 
to represent in the same scale. The sampling rate of BN-RSPEC was also down-sampled 
to 1000 Hz in MATLAB to represent in the same scale. The signals presented in Figure 
28 are similar to the standard Lead II as the leads lie in the heart’s main axis. The proximal 
electrodes reduce the signals shape of the P wave drastically and which are barely recog-
nizable.  
 
 
Lead 
 
          AE+ADS1299 
          BN-RSPEC  
           Module + MP160 
                 
P wave  
(dB) 
QRS 
(dB)  
P wave 
(dB) 
QRS 
(dB) 
1-5 34 59 33 
 
58 
2-5 33 58 32 
25 
57 
3-5 24 58 56 
4-5 21 55 22 49 
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The highest amplitude for P wave was found in the lead 1-5 and 2-5 electrode pair for 
both devices. The highest amplitude was approximately 125 µV for AE+ADS1299 sys-
tem whereas the BN-RSPEC recorded highest P wave was approximately 102 µV. The 
lowest amplitude for P wave was found in 4-5 lead for both device. The amplitude was 
less than 31 µV for both device.   
The highest value for QRS complex was also found in 1-5 lead pair for devices on the 
other hand the lowest value was observed in 4-5 lead. The recorded value in BN-RSPEC 
module is lower compared to AE+ADS1299 as expected which is due to the difference 
in frequency range and dynamic range of both system. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 In this measurement, Blue Sensor P electrode having sensing 
area of 10 mm2 was used. The frequency range for AE+ADS1299 was 0-262 
Hz whereas BN-RSPEC was 0.05-150Hz. (a) ECG recording for lead 1-5 
and 2-5 where IED was 23 cm and 18 cm respectively. The signal strength 
of P wave, the QRS complex and the T wave is much prominent for both de-
vices. (b) The QRS complex is larger in AE+ADS1299 than BN-RSPEC sys-
tem for lead 3-5 and 4-5 (IED 13 cm and 8.5 cm respectively). The strength 
of P wave was reduced due to the measurement location and reduced IED.  
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4.4.2 Short IED near Right Atrium 
Both devices are capable of capturing P wave even in short distance less than 0.3 cm as 
both devices have small noise level. But the P wave can lost under the noise, and it is 
strongly dependent on the location of the electrodes. 
Table 12 is presented with SNR for short IED where the lead 1-2 and lead 3-4 were closer 
to the right atrium and lead 5-6 was closer to right ventricle. The minimum distance be-
tween the electrodes was 0.2-0.3 cm while the maximum distance was kept 4.5 cm for 
lead 1-2 and lead 3-4. Lead 5-6 was recorded with IED of 5.5 cm. It can be seen that even 
with this short distance between the electrodes, the P waves are distinguishable. If the 
SNR of P wave from Table 11 and Table 12 are compared together, then it is visible that 
the strength of P wave for the lead 4-5 (IED = 8.5 cm) was similar to the lead 1-2 and 
lead 3-4 where the IED was less than 0.3 cm for the AE+ADS1299 system.  The BN-
RSPEC module showed a lower SNR compared to the AE+ADS1299 system because of 
the difference in frequency range and the ADC resolution in both system.  
 
Table 12. SNR of both system for short IED 0.2-5.5 cm 
 
Similar to the previous measurement, the signals in Figure 29 were analyzed in 
MATLAB. As the electrode distance is much closer to each other thus, this measurement 
showed a prominent shape of the signals. The signal morphology changes also depending 
on the location of the leads. Lead 1-2 and lead 3-4 are similar to the standard precordial 
V2 while lead 5-6 is similar to the V3 as the previous leads are more near to the atria 
while lead 5-6 is near to right ventricle. Thus the local activity of these locations is no-
ticeable even with the short distance of 0.2-0.3 cm. The P wave and the T wave are in 
same phase where the QRS complex is in opposite direction for lead 1-2 and 3-4. Alter-
natively, the P wave, QRS complex and T wave are in the same phase for lead 5-6 which 
is similar to the standard precordial V3 lead.  
 
 
Lead 
 
 
Distance  
(cm) 
 
AE+ADS1299 
BN-RSPEC  
Module + MP160 
                 
  P wave  
(dB) 
QRS 
(dB)  
P wave 
(dB) 
QRS 
(dB) 
1-2  4.5 28 50 26 49 
1-2 0.2-0.3 21 40 17 39 
3-4 4.5 32 54 29 53 
3-4 0.2-0.3 21 45 19 42 
5-6 
 
 
5.5 27 56 26 54 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 The electrical activity of this measurement were recorded with 
Blue Sensor N having the sensing area of 15 mm2.  The signal strength varies 
depending on the measurement location and the IED. For (a) IED = 4.5 cm 
and (b) IED = 0.2-0.3 cm, the P wave and the QRS complex increased from 
lead 1-2 to lead 3-4 in both devices.  
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 The electrical activity of lead 5-6 where the IED = 5.5 cm. This 
measurement was recorded with Blue Sensor N electrode. 
 
If Figure 29 (a) and Figure 29 (b) are observed for P wave, then it can be seen that both 
AE+ADS1299 and BN-RSPEC systems are capable of recording of P wave lower than 
40 µV even for short IED of 0.3 cm. Although the signal quality for P wave suffers greatly 
for BN-RSPEC module compared to AE+ADS1299 system due to the ADC resolution 
and frequency range as mentioned earlier. In Figure 29, the amplitude of P wave increases 
in the lead 3-4 than the lead 1-2 as the lead 3-4 is much nearer to the heart.  
The QRS complex also reduced for both system in short IED. Similarly, when the leads 
are close to the heart then the amplitude of QRS complex gets stronger which is visible 
in Figure 29 and Figure 30 for the lead 3-4 and the lead 5-6 respectively. The QRS com-
plex is prominent in the lead 5-6 although the distance between the electrodes was 5.5 
cm.  
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5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The discussion about the findings, results, limitations and possibilities to improve and 
application of the current design will be provided in this sections.  
The miniature electronics open the door for new kinds of physiological wearable systems. 
With the advancement of miniaturization, it is now possible to design physiological sys-
tems into a smaller unit. The wearable ECG devices are gaining attention as it can monitor 
for a long time and moreover, the absence of cable offers more comfort. These kind of 
devices are suitable for monitoring patients from their home especially the older adults.   
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a wearable ECG system that can measure from 
the small bipolar lead from the chest. According to Puurtinen [5], the performance of the 
system depends on the electrode location and orientation as mentioned in section 2.4. 
Thus the performance of this system was evaluated from different locations of the chest 
with diagonally placed leads with different IED. The signal quality along with the signal 
morphology alters significantly depending on the locations of the lead as well as the IED. 
The next section will discuss the effect of measurement location findings from the result 
obtained in this thesis in details. 
5.1 Measurement Location 
The measurement location has a critical role in small wearable ECG system. The device 
can be placed on the chest to get good signal quality as well for the less movement artifact 
compared to the limb leads. It can be seen from the results that P wave was detectable 
distinguishably from the noise near the right atrium even with a short IED of less than 0.3 
cm while the P wave was lost under noise in measurement from the left part of the thorax 
even with larger IED. These results also agree with the findings from the previous re-
searches mentioned in section 2.4 [33, 43-45, 47, 48, 60, 61]. Similar results were ob-
tained by Janata et al. [45] with the prototype from Philips Medical Systems. They also 
found the presence of P wave in mid-sternal location. The results also agree with the 
findings obtained by Puurtinen et al. [17]. Their finding indicates that the best location 
for detecting P was above the precordial leads V1 and V2.  
5.2 Inter-Electrode-Distance 
For a small wearable device it is necessary to place the electrodes as close as possible. 
The proximity of electrodes reduce the SNR radically. The effect of close bipolar lead in 
AE+ADS1299 system was also evaluated in this thesis. Based on the result it was ob-
served that AE+ADS1299 is capable of recording ECG with acceptable SNR even with 
the distance less than 0.3 cm. The SNR for P wave with this IED was found 21 dB near 
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mid-sternum area. This distance was extremely small compared to the findings from other 
studies. The lowest IED was found to be 2.48 cm where the presence of P wave was 
obtained with an accuracy to 94-98 % [45].  Another study reflects the acceptable signal 
quality with a short IED of 3 cm [62]. Puurtinen et al. also found the strong ECG quality 
with a short IED of 5-6 cm although the dataset was used in this study was recorded 
before 1997 [17, 63]. Thus this developed system has great potential to develop as a single 
unit for wireless or portable device and can also be developed for clinical use.  
5.3 Active Electrode 
The single supply DC coupled AE showed an excellent noise performance over the de-
sired frequency range. Moreover, the impedance imbalance introduced by the unprepared 
skin was reduced by the AE. As the subject was potentially driven by the ADS1299 thus 
single supply design was introduced. The operating voltage range of AE was 0.2V~3.1V 
even with this narrow range no saturation was observed in the ECG signal. The less com-
ponent used in this AE make it suitable for application when larger bandwidth is needed 
due to the acceptable CMRR in higher frequency. Moreover, this AE is suitable for real 
time acquisition system as no HPF was used which introduce delay in the measurement. 
The main drawback of AE was that it crossed the standard safety current limit introduced 
by the AAMI [8]. 
5.4 The Measurement System 
The high resolution DC coupled system demonstrated outstanding performance due to 
low noise and high CMRR. Although the IRN of the system differed from the calculated 
value but this value was much lower than the standard limit introduced by AAMI [8]. The 
bandwidth of the system was found to be similar to the datasheet value. The specification 
of this developed system is compared with different standards such as AHA and AAMI 
is presented in Table 13. It can be said that all requirement are fulfilled as this requirement 
was introduced long ago. 
AC coupled measurement is necessary for 16 bit ADC. In this case, the HPF is essential 
to remove the DC offset. The 24 bit ADC can overcome this problem as the input voltage 
range is much higher compared to 16 bit ADC for the same resolution. The cut off fre-
quency of HPF need to be chosen in such way that it cannot distort low frequency com-
ponent such as ST-segment [64]. Furthermore, the components of the HPF reduce system 
CMRR, increase noise and introduce delay in the system.  
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Table 13. Comparison between Standard and the Developed System  
 
5.5 Comparison with BN-RSPEC Module 
The main difference between the BN-RSPEC module+MP160 and the AE+ADS1299 
system is the difference of ADC resolution, input impedance and frequency range. Due 
to the 24 bit ∆Σ ADC of ADS1299, it can record DC coupled signal, thus the system has 
low gain PGA. Moreover, AE+ADS1299 has high input impedance. On the other hand, 
BN-RSPEC module+MP160 has 16 bit ADC so that the maximum input voltage range is 
only 10 mVpp to maintain low quantization noise of the system. Thus AC coupled signal 
with large gain is essential for this system. The input impedance of the system is much 
lower compared to AE+ADS1299 system. Furthermore the ENOB is also lower for this 
system. Although lower cutoff frequency of this system is 0.05 Hz it was observed that 
baseline was more shifted compared to the AE+ADS1299 system for short IED. Further-
more, the high SNR was observed in developed system in most cases due to the difference 
in ADC resolution and higher cutoff frequency. Although small SNR was also observed 
in the developed system in P wave of the lead 3-4 and the lead 4-5 for long IED measure-
ment.  
AE+ADS1299 system record P wave with high SNR for short IED less than 0.3 cm. The 
baseline is effected in BN-RSPEC module.  
5.6 Limitation 
All measurements in this thesis was performed on a single subject. Moreover, the active 
electrodes were connected to the body as well to the ADS1299 EVM with cable. Thus all 
experiments were done in sitting positions to minimize the movement artifact. Further-
more, ADS1299 and BN-RSPEC has different electrical and measurement characteristics 
thus it was not possible to compare them in greater extent.  
 
Specification 
 
AE+ADS1299 
 
Standard [8, 12, 42] 
                 
Bandwidth (Hz) 0-262 0.67-150  
Sampling Rate (Hz) 1000 500 
Input Impedance (Ω) 10 T 2.5 M 
Noise Voltage (µVpp) 2.76 30 
Input Voltage Range (mVpp) 375 5 
ADC Resolution (Bit) 24 8 
ADC Quantization Noise (µVpp) 0.022 10 
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5.7 Future Work 
As the system showed a significant result even with the short IED, in the future work 
development of all the electronics and electrodes may be possible in a single unit. Fur-
thermore, the performance of this system can be evaluated with dry electrodes as well. 
The short bipolar lead offers a new opportunity to detect the more local activity of the 
heart rather than the whole view of the heart detected by the standard 12-lead system or 
Holter monitor. Thus the performance of this system also can be evaluated on a larger 
population. Additionally, this system is capable of detecting P wave with high accuracy 
in sternum area thus it can be used in clinical evaluation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis is mainly focused on the development of small ECG system for the wearable 
application dedicated to the chest area. The implementation was started with the literature 
review where particular attention was given to the small wearable system development. 
The literature review was followed by a technical review, measuring system and the clin-
ical evaluation of the previously developed system.  
After considering the findings and the drawbacks of these research, the new design for 
the system was implemented. During the designing process, low noise electronics, num-
ber of components and ∆Σ ADC architecture were given priority to increasing the SNR 
and CMRR. AE was introduced in the design to reduce the motion artefact, screen pre-
paring problem, and the power line interference. The AE was designed with a protection 
resistor and a high precision JFET Op Amp, OPA2140. This Op Amp is suitable for low 
noise application which is essential for short IED ECG device. The next part of the design 
considered the medical AFE, ADS1299 by Texas Instruments which incorporates a low 
noise PGA and ∆Σ ADC. The gain of the system is very small due to the ∆Σ ADC archi-
tecture thus dc coupling solution was utilized in this design which allows keeping the low 
frequency components of the ECG. In this thesis, instead of the AFE, an evaluation board 
of ADS1299 AFE was used to study the performance of this AFE for small ECG system. 
The ADS1299 EVM also offer evaluation software to control the register of the AFE from 
Microsoft Windows 7 PC. 
The next part was to test the performance of AE+ADS1299 EVM system particularly the 
noise performance, CMRR and the frequency response. After getting satisfactory results, 
the next target was to find the capability of this system for short bipolar lead ECG meas-
urement. To find the system’s capability two types of measurement were executed: one 
with the diagonally placed electrodes with larger IED and another with the diagonally 
placed electrodes with the short IED.  The measurement was simultaneously performed 
with BN-RSPEC module from Biopac Systems.  
The results showed that the developed system outperforms the BN-RSPEC module in 
signal quality even with the short electrode distance due to differences in ADC resolution. 
The noise performance of the developed system is excellent and very much suitable for 
small wearable ECG application. The P wave and the QRS complex can be measured 
with acceptable SNR by the developed system even with the short IED.   
The significant outcomes from these measurements were that the measurement location 
on the chest plays a critical role. It is also evident from the results that the best location 
for detecting the P wave was found near the mid-sternum area specifically in the precor-
dial V2 lead which agrees with the finding from the previous research. Another significant 
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finding was that both systems were capable of detecting P wave and QRS complex in 
short electrode distance less than 0.3 cm although AE+ADS1299 system outperforms the 
BN-RSPEC module.  
Form the results it can be said that the AE+ADS1299 AFE is suitable for wearable appli-
cation specifically for short IED wearable device for chest.  
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